
Gilbarco® G-SITE® Point of Sale System
The best POS value in the industry.

Fuel Dispensing and Control  •  Site and Retail Management  •  Support Services



G-SITE® is designed for business growth – today and tomorrow!

Modular and scaleable 

The open-architecture of the PC-based
G-SITE POS System means you won't
need a separate hardware migration
path for your POS. G-SITE uses "off the
shelf" hardware and remote software
downloading that makes it easier for
you to upgrade all or part of your POS
when it's convenient for you.

G-SITE can be scaled to fit your
business needs thanks to its modular
design with standardized plug in
components and hardware. You only
purchase the peripherals you need
when you need them. When you
upgrade, you can re-use peripherals,
saving money and retraining. The
architecture design uses PC hardware,
with stabilized memory and expanded
hard drive storage.

The right size for your business

G-SITE Lite offers the robust power of
G-SITE for those sites that do not
require CRIND® control.  G-SITE Lite
uses the same hardware and has all the
software, features, service, and training
as the standard G-SITE system, but at a
lower cost.  With G-SITE Lite, you can
have an integrated system for less than
the cost of a non-integrated set-up that
uses a cash register, card authorization
terminal, and pump controller.

You get more without additional
costs

• First year on-site warranty and help 
desk support

• PC-based hardware that ensures 
best ROI and lower cost of 
ownership

• Remote software downloading 
capability means less down time

• Scanning with 20,000 PLUs 
• Car wash interfaces to Ryko®

CAW® III, Ryko® CAW IV, Unitec®, 
and Kesseltronics®

• Mannatec® fleet card support
• Report printer for on-site 

management and shift reports
• Remote polling via FTP
• Loyalty program support that 

discounts fuel sales based on card 
type parameters

• Back office interface with more 
than 20 suppliers, including 
"built-in" interface to PDI

• Controls non-Gilbarco pumps 
without extra boxes 

• Smaller countertop footprint with 
large, flat-panel display

Field-proven reliability

G-SITE is field-proven at thousands of
sites across North America, with the
largest installed base of any POS for
retail fueling sales. Originally
introduced in 1986 and now in its third
generation, G-SITE has evolved into the
industry standard for dependability,
flexibility, ease of use, and
expandability. 
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Complete site control 

G-SITE interfaces to other station and
store management tools, including
Gilbarco dispensers and those provided
by other manufacturers. G-SITE works
seamlessly with CRIND® card
reader/cash acceptors; TRIND® RFID
payment systems; InfoScreen® color
displays; and other third party
merchandising packages. 

The system can manage QSR sites using
menus and kitchen monitors.
G-SITE also interfaces with car washes,
price signs, bar code scanners, video
security, back office accounting, and
environmental management systems. 

Unsurpassed support

Gilbarco Veeder-Root offers the best
POS support in the industry. With a
365-24-7 Help Desk and extensive
on-site training, we could’ve stopped
there, but we didn’t. The standard
warranty includes parts, labor, mileage,
and travel for complete on-site service
throughout the warranty period. Help
Desk upgrades and Extended
Maintenance Agreements are also
available.

Over 30,000 Sites   
Installed 

All Major Oil Networks
Kitchen Monitor   

Interface
FTP Communication
USB Connectivity
56K Baud Rate
20,000 PLUs

Price Groups
Proprietary Card
Loyalty
Competitive Pump      

Control
Mannatec® Fleet Card 

Support
Auxiliary Network

Native PDI Interface
New black hardware
DUKPT Support 

RPCI consolidation
Car Wash Kiosk
Age Verification 

Expanded UPC support 
(GTIN 14-digit)

Gift Card



G-SITE offers other management
benefits too, such as inventory control
and unattended capability; and price
group functions for easier dry stock
price changes.

G-SITE also provides age and product
restrictions, up to 24 macros, and G-key
or ‘hot’ key with configuration menu.

Easy data access and reporting

G-SITE also provides centralized data
collection for all store and fuel island
sales. As the heart of your total site
system, G-SITE is a team player, with
interfaces  to more back office
systems than other systems available
today. G-SITE comes equipped with
FTP capability that provides back office
access to data captured by G-SITE.
Data may be polled in Gilbarco or PDI
format.

The G-SITE System provides excellent
printed reporting capabilities for as
many or as few reports as you need,
with an easy to configure 80-column
format.

C-Store and island merchandising

G-SITE offers full support for
monochrome or color CRIND® with
single-line or graphic display. 
It can support cash acceptors, RFID,
and Gilbarco's new Automated
Attendant car wash selector and
payment kiosk.  Loyalty programs are
supported by a per application strategy,
which makes it even easier for sponsors
and customers.

Faster and easier to use than ever!

G-SITE offers faster credit/debit
approval, faster CRIND® and cashier
transactions, remote software
downloads, and faster pricebook
downloads.  Training is quicker and
easier with pull-down menus and
peripheral integration, along with a
brighter, larger 12.1" color flat-screen
display.

Cashier convenient 

From one workstation, the cashier can
authorize fuel sales, monitor all fueling
activity in progress, and handle in-store
customer transactions at the same
time.Fuel and retail purchases are
combined into one centralized display
to speed up transactions and reduce
opportunity for operator error. Clear,
concise prompts help the cashier
perform more efficiently. Context
sensitive on-screen help is accessible at
any time, making G-SITE easier to use
than ever. 

Convenient Payment Options

G-SITE can take virtually any payment
form, with payment processing that’s
convenient for your customers,
including the ability to work with all
major national proprietary payment
networks.It interfaces with credit/debit
card networks for authorization and
draft capture of credit/debit payments at
checkout. And, because G-SITE controls
dispensers with CRIND, your customers
can use cash, credit, or debit at the fuel
island with no operator assistance.

Space saving convenience!

The G-SITE keyboard saves time and
helps reduce operator error while
conserving counter space. It contains all
cash register function keys, pump
control for up to 32 fueling positions,
an alphanumeric keyboard for
programming, and centrally located
keys in one place. And, keys can be
programmed as one-stroke PLUs or
macro shortcuts. 

Comprehensive sales management

The system also provides tax
computation, change due,
cash/credit/debit payments, multiple
calculations, programmable departments
with upper and lower price limits, and
up to 20,000 programmable PLU codes. 
Shift changes can be made even at peak
times. Fuel price changes can be
initiated at the touch of a button, even
while pumps are busy. 

No additional distribution boxes are
required. No additional boards are
needed for car wash, scanning, or
Mannatec interfaces. And you don’t
need additional hardware to use 
G-SITE with back office systems. 

A system event journal records all
significant transactions, including: 

• Paid-ins
• Paid-outs
• Safe drops
• Fuel and dry stock deliveries
• Price changes 

Increase sales and customer
convenience by automating the
payment process at the car wash
entrance. Customers are now able to
use credit, debit, cashless RFID, bills,
quarters, or codes. So your customers
who are buying gas or a standard car
wash inside are more likely to make
last-minute upgrades or additional
impulse purchases at the kiosk.  

You can offer the same branded
programs used on your dispensers and
POS. The Automated Attendant Car
Wash Kiosk communicates with G-SITE
and payment networks just like the
CRIND in your dispensers. Because the
Kiosk uses standard CRIND technology,
you can offer consumers more payment
choices conveniently at the car wash
entrance.
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Car Wash Kiosk features convenient payment options 
and integration with G-SITE for consolidated reporting
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The system supports up to 16 Wayne
pump and/or card readers, including
blending and debit control.  Proprietary
pump control boxes are not necessary.
G-SITE debit hardware is required for
inside debit only.  Debit at the dispenser
is controlled through Wayne's debit
encryption devices.  

G-SITE CPC controls all keypad sizes,
types, and overlays for Wayne Card
Readers.  It also supports simulation of
single-line and text-only displays, or
displays that support text mode
emulation.

For sites that have a combination of
equipment, simultaneous support is
provided for Gilbarco CRINDs/pumps
and Wayne card readers/pumps.

G-SITE is UL and cUL listed. Gilbarco®, G-SITE®,
TRIND®, CRIND®, and InfoScreen®, are registered
trademarks of Gilbarco Inc. G-SITE Lite™, G-SITE®

Link™, C-PAM™, e-CRIND™, and Gilbarco Veeder-
Root™ are trademarks belonging to Gilbarco Inc.  Ryko®

is a registered trademark of Ryko Manufacturing Co.
Slant® is a registered trademark of Slant Systems Inc.
Wayne®, Decade®, and Vista® are  registered trademarks
belonging the Wayne Division of Dresser Equipment
Group, a division of the Haliburton Company Inc.
Tokheim® is a registered trademark belonging to
Tokheim Corporation. Mannatec® is a trademark
belonging to Mannatec Inc. Unitec® is a registered
trademark belonging to Unitec Inc. Gilbarco® brand POS
products are manufactured or sold under one or more of
the following United States patents owned by Gilbarco
Inc.: 5,561,715; 5,798,931; 5,980,090; 5,493,315;
5,708,580; 5,719,779; 5,719,781; 5,724,067; 5,734,851;
4,967,366; 5,228,084; 5,448,638

Increase merchandising capabilities 

With G-SITE, you can send
merchandising information directly to
the dispensers, to display new
information on monochrome or color
InfoScreen. With hundreds of graphics
and a variety of slide shows now
available, G-SITE helps you transform
your dispensers into merchandising
kiosks.

Comprehensive fuel controls

G-SITE offers exceptional fuel control,
allowing you to accommodate more
customers, faster

• 32 fueling positions
• 16 price options for each grade 

(cash/credit, day/night, full/self-
service, etc.). 

• Dual memory feature handles 
back-to-back (or stacked) sales at 
each fueling position

• Second fuel sale to begin before the 
first customer has paid

• Cashier display shows the status of 
both sales simultaneously, including
the rolling dollar amount of sales in
progress. 

Integrated ATG Interface

G-SITE coupled with the ATG consoles
help you reconcile declining balance
fuel inventory from sales data with
physical fuel inventory for better
inventory management. 
The Gilbarco Veeder-Root ATGs are a
fully-integrated modular system for
comprehensive monitoring of
underground storage tanks, and is
certified to meet the strict EPA 0.1
gallon/hour detection capability for
precision tank tests.

Competitive Pump and CRIND
Control

G-SITE CPC (Competitive Pump
Control) lets you control other
manufacturer’s  pumps and makes it
easy to make G-SITE your standard POS
system in all your stores. 

Expanding List of Back Office Interface Providers

Advanced Digital Data Systems, Inc.
Aztech Software Inc.
Bizware Software Solutions (Envoy)
CMi Solutions (Change Mgmt.)
EZ-DBR, llc
Factor
Firestream World Wide
Full Serv Software
Intellink

The Pinnacle Corporation
Professional DataSolutions Inc. (PDI)  
Red River Software
SSCS, Inc.
StoreChek Systems Inc.
Success Systems, Inc.
SysCorp
The Software Works! (Storeworks)
The Scan Group


